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October 27, 2007 New Release The final version of
FCS (Field Customizable Sniper) is now available for
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The RPG character creation was completed with 11
classes at the beginning of the month.This allows
players to choose their character's class from the

beginning, rather than having to choose a class and
create a new character.However, this will only be

available once I figure out the score system on the
iPhone (i.e. if you die, the score is deleted) as I'm
worried about having players accidentally starting

the game with an extra life. - Using the built in
accelerometer, a new aiming mechanism has been
created (ARGH!).The player now swings his or her
finger up to aim down the bore sight, where the

reticle is temporarily turned on, and then the finger
is moved to the center of the reticle and the reticle

is turned off.And the orientation of the reticle can be
rotated to the desired direction using the

accelerometer. - A dodge mechanic was added
which allows the player to hit the target even if

they're not lined up with the shot.This will allow for
much faster moving shots, as the player can make a
quick shot and then ignore the target and run away

before the gun fires again.Wynnum Beach,
Queensland Wynnum Beach is a suburb in the City
of Ipswich, Queensland, Australia. In the, Wynnum

Beach had a population of 8,826 people. Geography
Wynnum Beach is bounded on the north by

Greenbank Road, to the east by the Brisbane River,
to the south by the Ipswich Road, and to the west by
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Wynnum Road. History The area originally belonged
to the Babinda people, and then was the site of an
Aboriginal settlement. The first white settlement in
Wynnum Beach was established in 1832 at the site
of the current Wynnum Beach State School on the

Ipswich Road. A Railway Station (Great North
Railway) was opened in 1883, but it only lasted until
1917 when the railway was extended further south.

The population of Wynnum Beach was 8,826
according to the 2006 Census. The 2001 Census
reported Wynnum Beach to have a population of

3,791. Wynnum 6d1f23a050
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